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About This Content

Explore a sprawling settlement ravaged by time, neglect, nuclear radiation, and moral degradation. The Pitt is filled with morally
grey choices, shady NPCs, new enemies, new weapons, and much more.

Explore an entire new area – the postapocalyptic ruins of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, known as The Pitt.
Find and use new weaponry, such as the AutoAxe, a new melee weapon with a powerful, serrated rotary blade hungry
for flesh.
Discover new side quests and subtle plot elements and determine your path in this place where nothing is “right” or
“wrong.”
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Title: Fallout 3 - The Pitt
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Bethesda Game Studios
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Operating system: Windows XP/Vista
Processor: 2.4 Ghz Intel Pentium 4 or equivalent processor
Memory: 1 GB (XP)/ 2 GB (Vista)
Hard disk space: 7 GB
Video: Direct X 9.0c compliant video card with 256MB RAM (NVIDIA 6800 or better/ATI X850 or better)
Sound: DirectX®: 9.0c
Controller support:  Xbox 360 controller
Other Requirements: Online play requires log-in to Games For Windows - Live

Supported Video Card Chipsets: 

NVIDIA GeForce 200 series, Geforce 9800 series, Geforce 9600 series, Geforce 8800 series, Geforce 8600 series, Geforce
8500 series, Geforce 8400 series, Geforce 7900 series, Geforce 7800 series, Geforce 7600 series, Geforce 7300 series, GeForce
6800 series
ATI HD 4800 series, HD 4600 series, HD 3800 series, HD 3600 series, HD 3400 series, HD 2900 series, HD 2600 series, HD
2400 series, X1900 series, X1800 series, X1600 series, X1300 series, X850 series

English,French,German,Italian
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This is a rouelike. Sometimes called a 'true' rougelike or a traditional rougelike. Anyone who has been playing the genera long
enough will know that thanks to the word Yendor in the title.

If you enjoy classic rougelikes, the older ones. Nethack, ADOM, Angband and so on, this is definitely something to look into.
The sheer amount of terrain and terrain interactions with your spells is worth it. Often turning even simple encounters into odd
yet engaging environmental puzzles.

If you're not into traditional rougelikes? Check it out anyways. It has a fairly good tutorial (that you are supposed to die in) and
it's a touch' stripped down' from some other traditional rougelikes. It's a top down fantasy turn based adventure where you
control a single character. Death is permanent and you have to start over each time you die. Which sounds frustrating but... well,
it is. That does not mean it isn't fun.

While Curse of Yendor does pretty much all the classic rouge like stuff, it does it with style. A solid persistent story with a
villain that you begin to feel a relationship with. Turn based single character control combat. Spells. Equipment. Risk vs reward
gameplay, lots of weird fantasy monsters all with different weaknesses and strengths.

Of course, you'll die, a lot. That's kind of the rougelike thing. However, it's at least in my experience, YASD way more than
anything else. As in, Yet Another Stupid Death. Where when I die I look back ten rounds of the game and see, oh, no, I died
because I decided to try on this heavy armor in an unsafe area.

If you're an old hat at rougelikes this one is a solid continuation of form that has perfected environmental interactions with an
interesting and detailed weakness and strength chart for weapons and magic. If you're new to rougelikes, this is not a bad one to
put your money on and see what the fuss is about.

Dying and having to start over from scratch isn't for everyone, but the knuckle dragging intense experience that can come from
it is often worth the trade off and this is one of those games that will give you that kind of experience. Just be sure you know
what you're getting into.
. A boring gem matching exercise. To complete the game you do have to go through a lot of levels, just gets a bit tedious really..
One of my favorite local multiplayer games right now. The controls are easy to learn, the visuals look really nice and the
gameplay is simplistic, chaotic fun. Jousting on rockets, what's not to love? Also: exploding barrels, portals and a holy hand
grenade.. solo feels lonely but if you can find people to play with it makes it more fun. i did 20 hrs of solo and progression was
decent pace don't worry if you die explore get all safe house so if you die shorter travel distance. over all good the sounds the
visuals are great wish they had vehicles you could operate and maybe a boss fight XD. I recommend this unit, the model is
awesome and I also very like the overall behavior of the train. The only thing I miss are sun visors, but they are lately included
only in a few locos :( I dont rate the sound of the train, because I dont know how it sounds in real life, but I think its pretty good.

Model 10\/10
Sound 8\/10 (Could be bit more loud)
View 8\/10 (The seat could have been a bit lower)
Features 9\/10 (1 point down for the sun visors :D)

Overall: 9\/10

. 1. Sit for half an hour on a difficult level
2. Finally find a solution
3. Execution next
4. Fail for another half an hour
5. Get too frustrated
6. Get help with a clue
7. "I am so f***ing stupid.". If you came here looking for dungeon manager 1 with more graphics you might get
disapointed. This is more of a solve the puzzle game than a dig and build and upgrade your minions game. I'm still on
the fence about it.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/IK8FqVronY0
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Very well designed game! Simple yet beautiful. I can't get over the well use of the bloom effect on the bit art and simple colors.
For this price, I think this game could serve as a good couch play game during hangouts.. I wanted so much to like this game, I
really did. I love the artist, I fell in love with their style when I first played \u201cThe Reject Demon: Toko\u201d. But
unfortunately, The Stargazers has a few issues that cannot be ignored.

The art style surely is great, no complains here. My favorite character is Vii, she seems so soft. I wish I could hug her and just
sleep in her arms. All the other characters are nice as well, and I found interesting the fact that you can read the story through
the eyes of the three main characters. Also, the song that plays in the title menu is really addicting! I kinda wish that this game
had a soundtrack available.

Speaking of BGM, that\u2019s one of the main issues here. The game lacks that most of time. Sometimes there\u2019s a track
or another, but mostly\u2026 There\u2019s nothing. I think that BGM plays an important role in visual novels, and it was a huge
letdown on Stargazers. There\u2019s a few bugs too (images not showing up, when you choose a certain answer the game
breaks, etc), and honestly, the ending was\u2026 Bad. The game suddenly ends, and that\u2019s it. No explanations, nothing. I
understand that developers might add more stuff after some time, but seeing how this visual novel is right now, I can\u2019t
recommend it. It\u2019s really expensive for such little content and for a game to end that abruptly. If this was in early access, I
could understand the problems (and wait for the game to be finished before playing it), but it\u2019s not. It\u2019s sold as a
finished product, and it\u2019s not finished at all.

3\/10. Only get this title when it\u2019s on a good sale and don\u2019t expect much. At least you can enjoy the beautiful
art style.
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Cute Hidden Object Game with a nice Alice in Wonderland Story.
. I've tried and tried to purchase this by buying and refunding and I thought maybe this would work but I was completely wrong.
This DLC doesn't work. DO NOT BUY IT.
. Nothing but sheer fun! Easy to pick up and play.. This little cosmetic DLC adds some landmarks on the game map. It's nothing
spectacular, and it's a completely cosmetic addition. It costs 2\u20ac, which is an absurd price for what this is, and the only
reason one could have to pay is to actively support Paradox. I did it because of that too.

Now they've grown big and they are milking EU IV with semi-mandatory DLCs every three months, like EA or Ubisoft milk
their franchises. I pity myself for trusting in a company. 0\/10 would not support again.. I really couldn\u00b4t wait to get my
hands on this game. I bought it on release date! This is ONE OF THE MOST DISAPPOINTING titles I have had so far!!
I was looking forward for some BuzzAldrinsRaceIntoSpace with Ekranoplanes or TakeOnMars-like game but this is complete
and utter XXXX. The flight simulation part is like watching paint dry and the oh-so-interesting "career" mode where you can
manage your base excel-sheet style is a new height of entertainment.
I would really like to get a reimbursement for this one but I can\u00b4t.. not worth the money.. This is what I was looking for.
As far as people giving thumbs down because of DLC get over it because it is here to stay.. Love this game, simply a HD
version of Asteroids!
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